Press Release
JENETRIC presents LIVETOUCH quattro with FBI tenprint certification for law enforcement applications
Jena, 12.08.2016
The world’s smallest tenprint scanner is now suitable for police applications. The integrated user
guidance ensures continuous highest quality also for rolled fingerprints.

The LIVETOUCH quattro from JENETRIC has been FBI-certified for capturing rolled fingerprints.
Capturing high quality rolled fingerprints electronically is a challenge and usually demands long term
experience from the officer. During the rolling process numerous individual images are taken and subsequently combined to a complete image. In any case it must be avoided that the fingers slip during
recording or finger ridges are incorrectly aligned.
"Our LIVETOUCH quattro not only has an intelligent, error minimizing algorithm" says Roberto Wolfer,
one of the founders and managing directors of JENETRIC. "The integrated user guidance, already simplifying the capture of plain fingerprints, now also supports officers during the roll capture process." Other
than with conventional scanners, officers don’t need to divide their attention between the rolled finger
and an external screen to control the capture process. Following the user instructions of the scanner,
they now can fully concentrate on rolling the finger only.
LIVETOUCH quattro’s transparent image sensor allows to show instructions on the display underneath
the capturing area while fingerprint recording. The officer is provided with exact information, where, in
which direction and at which speed the fingers have to be rolled. This new guidance will help to avoid
typical errors such as slipping, lifting or twisting the fingers even under difficult conditions, and ensures
a constant high quality of rolled fingerprints.
Thanks to the new FBI tenprint certification, LIVETOUCH quattro is now a highly versatile scanner and
can be used for example for law enforcement, background checks or during asylum registration procedures within the European Union.
"We know that especially in the fight against crime, the highest quality of fingerprints is essential. Therefore we are pleased to support our customers with a much easier way to capture rolled fingerprints and
will present this new feature for the first time in September on booth #507 during the Global Identity
Summit, says Wolfer.”
JENETRIC GmbH was founded in 2014 in Jena, Germany - a location famous for cutting-edge optical
technology - by engineers with longtime experience in fingerprint technology and has specialized on the
development on biometric systems. The multidisciplinary team includes hardware and software specialists as well as production and sales professionals. The company is financed by own resources of the
team, a business angel and by the “Thuringian Gründerfond” as well as by the „High-Tech Gründerfonds“. The company follows in its product development a holistic approach clearly oriented on customer
requirements - with the ambitious goal to improve living and working conditions by using biometric
systems.
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